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5R1UH-S03
2000i SDX 1RU Fiber Enclosure, empty, with sliding tray; Accepts up to (3) SDX
adapter plates and splice trays or (3) SDX MTP cassettes.

The 2000i SDX Enclosure allows for inter-connect or cross-connect between backbone
cable and active equipment for up to 72 LC fibers per RU in a frame or cabinet setting.
The enclosure feature set and design allows for installer's ease in field termination of
connectors, splicing, or pre-terminated plug-n-play solution. It is primarily used in high-
density fiber applications such as data centers, equipment rooms, central offices, etc.

Features and Benefits

Stylish and innovative design for today's most advanced networks and settings-

Sliding tray removes completely from enclosure to facilitate field terminations and

splicing

-

Sliding tray glides forward and backward, providing accessibility to front and rear

bulkhead after installation

-

17-inch depth for high-density fiber termination and/or splicing-

Removable, transparent hinged doors and slide-away covers allow easy access

during install and visibility of interior after install

-

Patch cord bend-radius guides minimize macro bending-

Stackable and adjustable fiber rings simplify cable routing and organization-

Saddles pivot for improved patch cord routing and organization-

Removable rubber grommets protect cable and minimize dust build-up-

Multiple mounting bracket positions for 19-inch or 23-inch rack and cabinet

installation (23-inch 1RU mounting bracket sold separately)

-

Constructed of durable polycarbonate plastic and 16-gauge steel, powder-coated

black

-

Retrofit Sliding Tray, sold separately, allows for higher density applications, up to

96 LC fibers per RU, using HDX MTP Cassettes (1RU and 2RU)

-

Patents*

US9690064

*This list is provided for patent marking purposes only.  A good faith effort is made to

maintain the accuracy and completeness of this list.  No legal inference should be

drawn from the omission of a patent from this list.
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